Outdoor Revolution

MODEL Movelite Oxygen 3

Thank you for purchasing an Outdoor Revolution product, this product will give years of
satisfactory service if basic instructions are followed; our products are designed for durability
and for ease of erection.
Spare bladders/poles can be purchased to replace damaged items
** Awnings will not be swapped because because these items have been damaged**
SPARE POLES CAN BE PURCHASED FROM WWW.OUTDOOR-REVOLUTION.COM, spares section.
Please also see the above web-site for more videos and erection instructions.

Please read the following instructions carefully
TIP: Refer to the photograph to help when pitching your Movelite Oxygen 3







Please do not leave for your vacation without fully erecting and checking the contents of your
porch.
Ideally erect your porch for some period allowing it to weather.
Please make sure that before erecting, that you site the porch on clear Level ground with no sharp
objects underneath, and that all the zips are fully closed. (We recommend laying a groundsheet
down to keep the awning Dry and clean)
If you have any issues relating to pitching your awning please contact your dealer for instructions
before going on holiday.
We also recommend for additional protection you purchase the ‘footprint’ groundsheet (sold
separately)

Please note this awning is designed as a ‘touring’ awning and not for ‘permanent pitch’
use
IMPORTANT PLEASE CHECK YOUR EQUIPMENT
(Make yourself familiar with the awning and its parts before attempting to erect)
Contents
Flysheet (or outer)
Pegs (in a separate bag)
Outer carrying bag (with dimension details)
Stability Straps x 2
A selection of spare parts
1 hand pump

ERECTION INSTRUCTIONS.
This awning should be erected in a similar way to a tent.

1. Lay the flysheet spread out on the ground.
2. Identify the inflator valve and begin to slowly inflate the first of the 3 tubes once the pressure has reached
approx 1.5-2 psi stop inflating, The tube should be virtually fully inflated by now and should be fairly solid
when checked but should have room for expanding air.
3. Repeat above step.
4. Now with assistance from a second person take hold of the three tubes and move the tubes apart to form
the shape of the awning.
5. At this point the pair of rear stability straps should be pegged out. After this is done a set of the front guy
ropes should also be now pegged out. At this point the awning should be standing on its own. You should
now be ready to peg the remaining pegging points of the awning out. Firstly, make sure all zips are
closed. Starting at the back of the awning (by the tunnel) work round the awning and peg out all the 4
corners around the awning (Take care not to over tension the awning, if a door zip is tight it is possibly
the fabric is over-tensioned)
6. The remaining intermediate pegging points can now be pegged (taking care that the pegging is run in line
with the previous peg – this should ensure the awning finishes up square and parallel)
7. Guy lines can now be tensioned and pegged on the awning (you may have to re-position the 2 stability
straps and 2 guy lines you pegged at the start of the procedure) please ensure in heavy weather that ALL
guy lines and stability straps are used. Please note that failure to use all the lines may result in your
awning being damaged
8. Finally if required give the bladder a little more inflation. (Recommended 2 PSI, Maximum 4 PSI)
9. The awning should now be ready to connect to your vehicle if required.
10. If you wish to do the above drive your vehicle up to the awning and position so that the vehicle door is in
line with the tunnel.
11. The tunnel roof should now be offered up to the vehicle and attached by drawing the stability straps over
the roof of the vehicle and then pegged at the opposite side of the vehicle and tensioned accordingly.

Please note these few points for trouble free camping.
a.
b.
c.
d.

After use please you always dry and air the tent before packing away.
Any dirt or stains can be removed by brushing or gently washing with warm water. DO
NOT use detergents as this will destroy the waterproofing on the fabrics.
We advise that you DO NOT cook or smoke in this tent; although the outer fabric is fire
retardant treated it will still melt.
Please make sure that you have a good time.

**We highly recommend that you insure your awning against storm damage or
accidental damage, as the warranty does not cover such eventualities. The
manufacturer is not liable for any damage caused to the caravan or vehicle
because of misuse, incorrect pitching or extreme weather**
Outdoor Revolution Awnings are distributed by:
Outdoor-Revolution Ltd
www.outdoor-revolution.com

